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 The Heart of the Matter
The last stage of marriage is that period of time when the nest is empty—
either empty of the children or of one of the mates . . . or both. This is a 
critical stage in the home. All sorts of strange and unpredictable feelings 
transpire, and we find ourselves in need of stabilizing thoughts and direction. 
God gives that to us in this passage from Hebrews. Though it was not 
originally written regarding marriage, it has practical overtones that perfectly 
apply to the domestic scene: pursue spiritual maturity.

 Discovering the Way
1. Introduction: Stages in Every Marriage
Every long-term marriage with children passes through five stages: family 
founding, child bearing, child rearing, child launching, and empty nest.

2. The Significance of Maturity in Marriage (Hebrews 5:7 – 6:1)
Christ’s maturity shows in the obedience so evident in His life, while the 
immature Christian shows his or her true colors through a lack of ministry 
and wisdom. As followers of Jesus, we should all press on toward the 
maturity of Jesus.

 Starting Your Journey
You can find maturity in your marriage when you renew your devotion, 
receive your situation, realize your promotion, and replace your limitations.
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SURVEY CHART HEBREWS 5:7– 6:1

CHRIST CHRISTIAN COMMAND

GODLINESS
5:7
Daily Devoted 

Contact with the 
Father LIMITED WISDOM

5:13–14

Discernment 
of a Child

RESOURCEFULNESS
5:9 –10

Therefore . . . let us 
press on to maturity! 

6:1

Promoted Because 
of Maturity

LIMITED LEARNING
5:11

Dull of 
Hearing

OBEDIENCE
5:8

Learned from 
Suffering

LIMITED MINISTRY
5:12

Diet of 
Milk
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